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For any rings R and S with I. it is showed that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) There exists an exact embedding functor R-Mod-S-Mod. 
(b) All diagram-chasing properties of finite commutative diagrams that are satisfied in S-Mod 
are also satisfied in R-Mod. 
(c) Each lattice L which is embeddable in the lattice of submodules of some R-module is also 
embeddable in the lattice of submodules of some S-module. 
Several other equivalent conditions are given, both for the general case and for the special case 
that R is left Noetherian. When R is left Noetherian, the above conditions are also equivalent o: 
(d) There exists a bimodule ,A, which is faithfully flat as a right R-module. 
We are interested in alternative characterizations of the existence of exact 
embedding functors between categories of unital left modules, R-Mod-S-1Mod for 
associative rings R and S with 1. First, some terminology is introduced. Diagram- 
chasing properties are formalized by compound diagrammatic statements (D, El, E2) 
(see [2, p. 961). Here, D is a small category and El and Ez are sets of ordered pairs of 
morphisms (f,g) of D with compositefg. (We write composites from left to right.) 
Then (D, El, Ez) is satisfied in an abelian category D if for any functor F: D-9 
such that <FL Fg) is exact in 3 for all Cf,g> in El, (Ff, Fg) is also exact in 3 for all 
(Jg> in Ez. A compound diagrammatic statement (D, El, El) is finite if D is a finite 
category (hence El and E2 are finite also), and is commutative if for all objects A 
and B of D there exists at most one morphism A-B in D. (In particular, lA is the 
only map A+A in D if (D,E,, El) is commutative.) 
The lattice terminology needed is the following: If A is a module, then Su(A) will 
denote the lattice of submodules of A. A lattice L will be called representabfe by R- 
modules if there is a lattice embedding L+Su(A) for some R-module A. The class of 
all lattices that are representable by R-modules will be denoted by Y(R). We will 
also consider McKinsey (or basic Horn) sentences for lattices. These are universally- 
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quantified prenex sentences in first-order lattice theory, where the sentence matrix 
has the form: 
for lattice polynomials pi and qi, iln, on some denumerable set of variables. The 
above McKinsey sentence is satisfied in a lattice L according to the usual definition: 
any assignment of elements of L to the variables for which pi= qi for i<n must 
satisfy pn = qn also. 
If a is an infinite cardinal number, we say that a module is a-bounded if it has 
cardinality less than a. 
We can now state: 
Theorem 1. Let R and S be rings with 1. Then the following conditions are all 
equivalent: 
(1 a) There exists an exact embedding functor F: R-Mod *S-Mod. 
(1 b) Every compound diagrammatic statement satisfied in S-Mod is also satisfied 
in R-Mod. 
(Ic) Every finite commutative compound diagrammatic statement satisfied in 
S-Mod is also satisfied in R-Mod. 
(Id) Each universal McKinsey sentence for lattices which is satisfied in every 
lattice representable by S-modules is also satisfied in every lattice representable by 
R-modules. 
(le) Every lattice representable by R-modules is also representable by S-modules. 
That is, Y(R) C Y(S). 
(1 f) There exists an exact embedding functor H :d +S-Mod, where ,Y’ is some 
smallfull exact subcategory of R-Mod such that for some infinite cardinal number a 
greater than the cardinality of R, each a-bounded R-module is isomorphic to some 
object of d. 
Proof. Since exact embedding functors both preserve and reflect exactness (see 
[2, Thm. 3.21, p. 66]), the proof that (la)s(lb) is straightforward. 
Clearly, (lb)*(lc). 
Given a universal McKinsey sentence Z for lattices, we can construct a finite 
commutative compound diagrammatic statement which is satisfied in a well- 
powered abelian category a if and only if Z is satisfied in each lattice of subobjects 
for .%‘. Details of this construction may be found in [4, $31. Since Su(A) is 
isomorphic to the lattice of subobjects of A in R-Mod, (lc)=(ld) follows. 
The implication (Id)= (le) follows immediately from the fact that 2’(R) and P(S) 
are quasivarieties, each having an axiomatization by a set of universal McKinsey 
sentences. (See [9] for an easy proof, and related analysis of the classes Y(R) 
obtained by methods of formal logic.) 
The implication (le)= (If) was proved in [5, Thm, 1, p. 781. Essentially, one 
considers the free R-module R@) on a generators, where a is an infinite cardinal 
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number greater than the cardinality of R. Let L be the ideal of Su(Rca)) of all 
a-bounded R-modules. By hypothesis (le), one can find a lattice embedding 
h:L+Su(C) for some S-module C. The R-modules y/x for all pairs XC y in L 
determine a small exact full subcategory Q of R-Mod such that each a-bounded 
R-module is isomorphic to some object of d. Using the lattice coordinatization 
method of (31, one can construct the required exact embedding functor so that 
H(y/x) = h(y)/h(x) in S-Mod. 
It remains to prove that (If) = (la). Assuming (1 f), we note that the set of 
a-bounded objects of d determines an exact full subcategory. By restricting d if 
necessary, we can assume that every object of d is a-bounded and each o-bounded 
R-module is isomorphic to some object of d. Note that an R-module is o-bounded if 
it has a set of generators of cardinality less than a. We now show that F can be 
constructed by taking direct limits. 
For each R-module M, let J be the set of all R-linear monomorphisms j:A,+M 
such that A, is in d. Order J by inclusion for subobjects, and let $:Aj’Ak be the 
unique monomorphism such that f,bk =j, whenever j I k in J. Then J is a directed 
set and (Ai,fj’jJ is a direct system of monomorphisms in .d. Furthermore, 
(H(Aj), Hfj’>J is a direct system of monomorphisms in S-Mod because H is an exact 
functor. We define F(M) to be the direct limit of this system. 
For f: M+N in R-Mod, Ff is defined by a similar limit process: For each 
j:Aj-‘M in J for the limit defining F(M), decompose jf as an epimorphism g 
followed by a monomorphism k. This can be done so that g:Aj+Ak is in _d and 
k:Ak+N is a monomorphism in the index set for F(N). So, we can construct 
(Hg)Uk:H(Aj)+F(N), where uk is the direct limit monomorphism corresponding to 
k. It can be showed that the composite (Hg)uk is independent of the choices of g and 
k, and that Ff: F(M)*F(N) can be uniquely defined from the above maps by the 
universal property for direct limits. That is, Ff is the unique map such that 
UjFf = (Hg)uk for each j in J, where jf = gk as above. 
By computation, we see that F: R-Mod+&Mod is a functor which preserves zero 
maps and monomorphisms, F is naturally equivalent to H on .d, and for mono- 
morphisms j : Aj+M in R-Mod with Aj in .ly’, Fj and the direct limit monomorphism 
nj have the same image in F(M). To prove that F is exact, we consider the commuta- 
tive diagram: 
f g 
X-Y-Z 
Suppose (f,g) is any exact pair in R-Mod, and v is any element of F(Y) in S-Mod. 
By the definition of F( Y), we can find an R-linear monomorphism j : Aj+ Y with A, 
in d such that v is in the image of the direct limit map uj:H(Aj)+F(Y). Since the 
image of j is a-bounded, we can construct a monomorphism h:Ah-+X, Ah in _d, 
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such that the image of hf equals the intersection of the images of f and of j. 
(Choose a preimage under f of each element in this intersection, and let Ah in d be 
isomorphic to the a-bounded submodule of X generated by these preimages.) Let s 
be the unique R-linear map such that sj = hf. To complete the diagram, factor jg as 
epimorphism f followed by monomorphism k, which can be done so that Ak is in d. 
Calculation shows that 0, t) is exact. If we consider the image of the above diagram 
under F, we see that (Fs, Ft) is exact, Fh, Fj and Fk are monomorphisms, FfFg = 0, 
and I.J is in the image of Fj, by the properties of F described above. By diagram- 
chasing, we see that Ff(u) = u for some u in F(X) if Fg(o) = 0, hence (Ff, Fg) is exact. 
If M#O, then there exists a nonzero direct limit monomorphism H(Aj)+F(M), SO 
F(M)#O. Then F is an exact embedding functor by [IO, Prop. 7.2, p. 571. 
Therefore, (1 f) * (la), proving Theorem 1. 0 
If the ring R is left Noetherian, we can add several equivalent conditions by 
known results. 
Theorem 2. Suppose R is a ieft Noetherian ring with 1 and S is any ring with 1. 
Then the following conditions are all equivalent to each other and to each of the 
conditions (1 a) through (1 f): 
(2a) There exists a bimodule sAR which is faithful& flat as a right R-module. 
(2b) There exists a colimit-preserving exact embedding functor G: R-Mod+ 
S-Mod. 
(2~) For each R-module B, there exists a (0,l) lattice embedding : Su(B)4Su(C) 
preserving infinite joins, where C is some S-module. 
Proof. Suppose R is left Noetherian. Assuming (la), we have by [12, Thm. 2, p. 61 
that there is a bimodule sAR such that F is naturally equivalent o sA@R - on the 
abelian category of all finitely-generated R-modules. So, O+sA ORK+sA QRR is 
exact for each (necessarily, finitely-generated) left ideal K of R. This proves that 
SAR is flat as a right R-module [ll, Thm. 3.36, p, 591. Given a nonzero R-module 
M, there exists a monomorphism sA ORR/K -‘sA ORM for some left ideal K of R, 
K#R. Since F is nonzero on finitely-generated nonzero objects, SAR is faithfully 
flat. So, (la)=+(2a). 
Obviously, (2a) = (2b) with G equal to sA @R -, using the definitions and well- 
known properties of tensor product functors. In fact, (2a) and (2b) are equivalent by 
[12, Thm. 1, p. 51 and the dual of [lo, Cor. 6.3, p. 551, even without the hypothesis 
that R is left Noetherian. 
To prove (2b) 5 (2c), let C = G(B), and define g: Su(B)--*Su(C) by setting g(B’) 
equal to the image of G(i) if i: B’-+B is the inclusion map. It is easily checked that g 
is a (0.1) lattice embedding because G is an exact embedding, and that g preserves 
infinite joins because G is colimit-preserving. 
Clearly (2c)=(le), so Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. c3 
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